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Joe was still injured, Lewis was away and Boxey was 
still unavailable, so we had one sub for the visit of 
Boco. 
 
The line-up was: 
 

Harry 
 

Samuel     Jack     Jay     Joel 
 

Aaron     Sam     Ben     Tom 
 

Del     Lore 
 

Substitute: Max 
 
Boco kicked off and passed back, which Lore chased, 
forcing an early corner.  Aaron floated it over and 
Ben‘s header was deflected for another corner.  We 
attacked, but a long ball over the top saw their attacker 
in on Harry, but he was able to make the save.  A ball 
into our area saw Samuel clear, however it hit another 
of our players and looped back over for their attacker, 
right in front of goal and clear of everyone, and as 
Harry closed him down he lifted it over him 0-1.  Jay 
had won the ball, but the referee deemed it a foul, so 
blew for a free-kick against us, however as this was 
happening a Boco player slid in and caught Jay’s 
ankle, and that effectively ended his game.  Sam 
played a ball into the left of the box which Del chased, 
and got there ahead of the ‘keeper, which meant that 
the late arrival of the ‘keeper took him down for a 
penalty.  Tom stepped up for it and calmly dispatched 
it into the top left past the ‘keeper 1-1.  Samuel threw 
into the box, and it was flicked on for Aaron to try the 
audacious overhead kick, but it went too high.  A Boco 
player won the ball wide on their right, and then ran 
across the pitch in front of our defenders, before 
slipping a great ball through the gap for their quick 
attacker to latch on to and pass past Harry 1-2.  Sam 

ran left past three players and got it to Tom, but Tom’s 
shot was held by the ‘keeper above his head.  We then 
pressured, and Joel hammered the clearance, but it 
went wide. 
 

HALF-TIME: FRYS    1    BOCO   2 
 
A free-kick wide on the right was taken by Samuel to 
the back post, to where Sam headed back across goal, 
but Aaron’s volley was saved just wide.  The corner 
was cleared as far as Joel running in, but his pile-
driver was deflected for another corner.  Jack played it 
to Lore, and after beating a player he found Sam, but 
his shot was into the side netting.  A high ball into our 
area was headed back to harry by Ben, however harry 
was heading out at the time, so had to react quickly to 
save the ball from going past him.  Tom in the left back 
area played it inside to Ben, and he went right to Sam.  
Sam played it up to Aaron who slipped Lore in, and he 
lifted it past the ‘keeper, but with not enough pace, and 
the ‘keeper was able to sprint back and grab it.  In the 
last seconds and a cross was headed out to our right 
where Aaron was running in, and he scooped it with 
curl right into the top left 2-2.  Joel still had time to 
jump into one of their players and concede a free-kick 
on the edge of the area, but fortunately it went over. 
 

FULL-TIME: FRYS    2    BOCO   2 
 

Man of the Match – Chosen by Andy for excellent 
play and effort – Jack 

 

Afterthoughts………………………………………………… 
It took us almost until half-time to get passing, and 
by then we had already gone behind twice.  Into the 
second half and we dominated, and it was just a 
matter of if we could score, and how many, and 
luckily we got the one back, but in reality our 
possession should have led to more shots than it 
did.  It was nowhere near what we were capable of, 
and we will need to improve to pick up the serious 
points.  Unfortunately after the game Samuel 
decided to go and play in the Gloucester leagues, so 
our squad went down to 14. 


